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Abstract: The Student Management System is involved in maintaining the details of the attendance of 

students. Along with this, the system can also perform various functionalities on enrolled students as well as 

teachers. Generated student attendance is based on classroom attendance. A daily attendance base will be 

maintained and specified users will be provided with a personalized username and password for proper 

observation and analysis of the attendance sheet along with related informations. 

Using this given system we can easily create a number of new batches with respect to different subjects, 

class timing, semester name, etc. Apart from this, we are able to add, remove and update students and 

teachers with respect to different batches, subjects, and semester names. 

We can generate normal as well as customized (with a given set of parameters) student attendance reports 

with relevant informations, in whichever format we like (PDF, Excel, XPS writer). 

This system thus greatly reduces the complexity, time taken and manual efforts required to generate as well 

as maintain normal attendance reports and perform related operations on students, teachers, etc. by using 

one centralized system for all operations 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Definition: - 

The student management system is software designed for daily student attendance at schools, universities, and institutions 

and many related activities. An easy access for attendance informations for specific students in specific classes and 

perform various operations on students, teachers, or batches being introduced. The informations is sorted by the 

respective incharges provided by the teacher for a particular class. This system is also useful for assessing student 

eligibility criteria. [5] 

 

Goal: 

The purpose of developing this student management system is to computerize the traditional attendance format and be 

able to perform various operations. Another easy and very helpful purpose of developing this application is to 

automatically generate a report as per customizations at the end of a session or even in between the sessions. 

 

Scope: 

The scope of the project is a system with software installed, which means the project is being developed as a desktop 

application, Works with specific institutions. However, you can modify this project later and run it online. [5] 

 

II. OVERALL DESCRIPTION 

Product Perspective 

This product Student Management System is a stand-alone product and is independent of other products and systems. 

This product automates various tasks related to the processing of student data, better organization of informations and 

data stored, optized performance, helping various universities ensure the easy and smooth functioning of these 

processes. [5] 
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Product Features: 

This system has two access modes. 

Administrators 

Administrators have the access to manage student details and add new students, assign registration numbers to all 

students, assign courses to each student, and he has more to do. They have authority to update profile to assist teachers 

and students. 

User 

There are two users: 

 Student: Student logs in to view their profile, attendance details, and more. 

 Teacher: Add students, view student details and record student attendance 

 

III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

In general sense a system analysis can be defined as distributing the entire process and finding its properties, features, 

etc. It defines the design as creating a preliminary sketch to represent the pattern or outline of the plan. It planned and 

carried out primarily with artistic designs or sophisticated walls. The system analysis and designing can be 

characterized as a collection of techniques and processes. Community of interest, culture, intellectual orientation. The 

various tasks of system analysis include: 

 Understanding the java application. 

 The overall plan. 

 Scheduling according to plan. 

 All the solutions that have been developed. 

 Conducting a trade related survey. 

 Conducting cost related benefit analysis. 

This system manages the analysis of reports and develops manual input of student attendance. First, design the student 

registration, staff assignment, and timetable assignment forms. This project helps department attendance systems 

calculate exam eligibility percentages and reports. [1] 

 

IV. REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATIONS 

Hardware Requirements: 

 Memory: 2 GB Hard Disk: 500 GB 

 Processor: Intel Core i3, i5 

 

Software Requirements: 

 Operating System: Windows 10,11 

 Front Design: Sublime Text Editor  Frontend Language: HTML, CSS, BOOTSTRAP 

 Backend Language: PHP, SQL (phpMyAdmin) 

 

Features Requirements: 

The student management system includes the following features: 

You can easily track student attendance informations. 

Perform various operations (add, update, remove) on Student, Teacher, Batch sections Quickly create an attendance list 

as per cutomization. 

 

Reliability 

If the university LAN goes down or the server goes down due to a hardware or software failure, the software will not 

be able to connect to the central database. [8] 
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Availability 

The application is only available to authorized users of the university. The teachers will be able to mark the student’s 

attendance and display all the enrolled courses, whereas admin will be able to add and update student records and perform 

operations on various parameters. 

 

Portability: 

The software is a Windows-based application, written in Java and SQL(phpMyAdmin), so it is platform-independent and 

operating system independent. 

 

V. DESIGN 

Input design: 

The input design is part of the overall system design and requires special attention. The input data design aims to make 

data entry simple and error-free. The input form is designed using the controls available in the Java framework. Input 

design is the process of converting user input into a computer-based format. System users interacting through the 

workstation must be able to instruct the system to accept inputs in order to generate a report. [5] 

Output Design: 

Output Design of the given application "Student Management System" generally refers to the results and informations 

that the system produces for many end users. Output is the main reason for developing a system and is the basis for 

assessing the usefulness of an application. The output needs to be attractive, convenient, and informative 

 

USE CASE DIAGRAM: 

 
Fig.1: user case diagram 
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VI. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Problem Definition: 

This system was developed with aims to reduce manual labors and avoid redundant data. You cannot generate efficient 

reports by manually maintaining attendance. The system can generate efficient weekly integrated reports based on 

attendance. Retaining attendees has for a long time been a difficult task for managers and staff, as attendees are 

registered. Instead, the software can be stored for long periods of time and informations can be obtained as needed. [8] 

Project Overview: 

The student management system basically has two main modules to function properly. Management Module has the 

authority to create new entries for faculty and student details. Users have the right to attend daily and create reports. 

Attendance reports can be generated based on student informations, dates, and classes. [8] 
 

VII. SYSTEM TESTING 

After the source code is generated, you need to test the software and find (and fix) as many errors as possible before 

delivering it to your customers. Our goal is to design a set of cases that are likely to find bugs. Software techniques are 

used to reveal the error. These techniques provide a systematic guide for testing the internal logic of software components 

and the input and output domains of a program to design tests that reveal errors in program functionality, behavior, and 

performance. The internal program logic is executed using the white-box test case design technique. Software 

requirements are performed using the block box test case design technique. In both cases, the goal is to find the 

maximum number of errors with as little effort and time as possible. [6] 
 

VIII. SYSTEM MAINTAINANCE 

Software Maintenance does a lot of things other than just finding bugs. You should be prepared for any changes in the 

environment that might affect one’s computer or other parts of his/her computerized system. Such activities are 

commonly referred to as maintenance. This includes both improving system functionality and eliminating failures that 

occur when operating a new system. This may include the ongoing involvement of most of the resources of the 

computer department. The most crucial task of the application or existing system is to change the environment. [7] 
 

IX. CONCLUSION 

The student management system is developed using languages like java and fully serves the purpose of the developed 

system. The system is in a stable state and all errors have been eliminated. The system is operated with high level of 

efficiency, and all teachers and users associated with the system understand its benefits. It needs to be resolved as a 

requirement specification. 

Scope of future development: 

The project has a very large future scope. The project can be implemented on the intranet in future. The project is very 

much flexible in terms of expansion that it can be updated in the near future if needed. With the proposed Database 

Space Manager software ready and fully functional, customers have the ability to manage and perform multiple tasks in 

a much better, more accurate as well as error-free way. 
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